
Before School 
Colin is excited to begin his school day.  Prior to leaving for school his parents do a wellness check to make sure he isn’t 
displaying symptoms of COVID-19 and he doesn’t have a temperature higher than 100 degrees.  He fills his water bottle 

for the day and eats his breakfast before heading out.     

Entering School
Colin puts on his mask as he prepares to enter the building.  He stops and stands in line (6 ft. apart) as indicated on the 

pavement to wait to have his temperature taken with a non-contact thermal scanner.  After the reading indicates that his 
temperature is below 100 degrees he takes a pump of hand sanitizer and sanitizes his hands and then enters the building.  
As Colin walks straight to his classroom, he notices the tape on the floor indicating to walk on the right hand side, so he 

does so.  Once he arrives at his classroom, Colin puts his belongings in his designated location and then sits in his socially 
distanced seat.  If Colin’s academic area is at a table with other students, there will be desk dividers between him and the 

other students.  

Class Routines
In the classroom, Colin will be engaged in classroom activities and lively socially distant discussions with his peers and 

teachers.  Proper handwashing and sanitizing of desks will be occurring throughout the day.  Colin will have a designated 
set of school supplies at his desk for his use only.  Social distancing and mask-wearing will be maintained during class 

time.  Prior to Colin switching classes his chair and desk will be disinfected.  Colin will also be attending the same special 
class for the entire week.    

Hallway Routines
When Colin walks in the hallways he will maintain appropriate social distancing from others with his mask on.  He will 

follow the tape marks in the hallways indicating that he should walk on the right side.  

Lunch 
Colin and his classmates will all wash their hands or use hand sanitizer prior to lunch within the cafeteria.  He will travel, 

led by his teacher with his classmates to the cafeteria using appropriate social distancing procedures.  If he is buying 
lunch for the day he will pick up his prepackaged hot or cold lunch and find his assigned seat, which will be distanced 

by 6 feet from others.  If he is packing for the day he will go straight to his socially distanced seat.   This location will be 
sanitized prior to and after eating.  After cleaning up his lunch, Colin will again sanitize his hands and prepare for recess.  

Recess
Colin will finish his lunch and prepare for recess.  He will sanitize his hands and line up with his class, socially distanced 
and walk to the playground.  Colin loves to run around at recess and being that he will be able to maintain a distance of 
six feet or more, he will not have to wear his mask.  If Colin decides to play on the playground equipment or sit with his 
friends and talk (within 6 feet), he will put his mask on.  At the end of recess, his class will line up while maintaining the 
social distancing and follow their teacher back to the classroom.  Once they arrive in the classroom, each student will 

wash or sanitize their hands.   

School Dismissal
When school is dismissed, if Colin is a car rider his teacher will escort him and all of the other car riders through the 
hallway to the designated area outside.  While traveling in the hallway he will maintain appropriate social distancing, 
walking on the right side of the hallway with his mask on.  If Colin is a walker, he will be escorted with all of the other 

walkers with the same hallway expectations to the designated exit so he can then walk home.

At Home
Colin will complete his assigned work from his day in school, which is a mixture of digital and paper work.   Colin logs into 
Schoology to complete his digital assignments.   Colin knows how important it is to check Schoology on blended learning 

days when he is not at Amity learning.   Once he completes his work, he plugs in his Chromebook so it will be charged 
when he takes it back to school with him.
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